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Abst rac t - -S tandard  implementations of the fast multipole method, which compute fields due to 
point sources or dipoles, cannot be used to accurately evaluate the single- and double-layer potentials 
of potential theory close to the boundary, or on the boundary when the boundary curves back on itself. 
We describe the modifications necessary to accurately evaluate layer potentials in two dimensions, 
which include quadrature rules for the short-range contributions to the field, continuous multipole 
moments for long-range contributions, and a more complex bookkeeping procedure. We give formulae 
for second-, third-, and fourth-order methods. We show tests to verify the correctness ofthe method 
and numerical results which demonstrate the usefulness of the method for evaluating layer potentials 
near the boundary. 
Keywords- -Potent ia l  theory, Fast multipole method, Boundary integrals, Dirichlet and Neumann 
problems, Cauchy integrals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Boundary-element and potential theory methods [1-3] often require evaluation of a boundary 
integral of the form 
~(x) = ] #(s) g (x ,y(s))  ds, (1) 
Jo 2) 
where /~(s) and y(s)  are specified at discrete points on the boundary 0l)  of a domain :D, and 
the kernel K (x, y(s))  is harmonic in x and singular when x = y(s).  In two dimensions, 0D is 
generally a union of disjoint closed curves, and we consider two such integrals: the double-layer 
potential, in which 
1 (y(s) - x ) -  u (y(s)) 
g (x ,y (s ) )  = 2~r [y (s ) -x [  2 ' (2) 
and the single-layer potential, in which 
(x, y(s)) = 1 log I x - Y(s)I, (3) K 
and the density is usually denote~ by a instead of #. In formula (2), u (y(s)) denotes the unit 
outward normal to 0l)  at the point y(s),  and both formulae assume that  the curve(s) are parer 
meterized in arc length. These potentials may be thought of in physical terms, the double-layer 
potential being the electrostatic potential produced by a continuous dipole distribution #(s) along 
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the boundary 0~D, and the single-layer potential being the potential produced by a continuous 
charge distribution a(s). 
A third kernel results from computing the gradient of the single-layer potential 
1 (x -  y(s)) 
K (x, y(s)) = 21r [x - y(s)[ 2" (4) 
The resulting (vector-valued) potential may be thought of as the electric field resulting from a 
continuous charge distribution on a curve. 
1.1. Some Applications of Layer Potentials 
As mentioned, the single-layer potential, and its gradient, are used in electrostatic calculations, 
(see, for example, [3,4]). A second application of layer potentials i  in the fluid dynamics of an 
inviscid, incompressible f ow with a shear surface, or '~¢ortex sheet." The single-layer potential is 
the stream function of a flow which has a jump of a in its tangential velocity along the curve y(s). 
The single-layer potential and double-layer potential may be used to solve Laplace's equation 
with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively, which is a problem of interest in 
its own right and also as part of a method to solve the Poisson equation [1, p. 151 ft.; 2,5]. 
Finally, the Cauchy integral formula of the theory of functions of a complex variable is just a 
simple extension of the double-layer potential formula; thus, essentially the same method may be 
used for the evaluation of both Cauchy integrals and of double-layer potentials. 
1.2. Complex  Integral Formulation 
In this paper, we shall consider only two-dimensional l yer potentials, which we may compute 
as integrals in the complex plane. We identify R 2 with the complex plane, x with the complex 
number z, and the curve y(s) with the complex curve ~(s). The layer potentials then become 
complex functions which are analytic off of the curve ~(s). We shall also drop the requirement that 
~(s) be parameterized in arc length, so that ~(s) ~- ~ appears in the formulae. The single-layer 
potential is then the real part of 
1 f0 a(s)  log(z- (s))ds; ¢(z)= v (5) 
the imaginary part will be discarded at the end. The double-layer potential is the real part of 
1 fO #(s)~(s) ~o(z)-- ~ v '~:zdS"  (6) 
We note that if #(s) is replaced by f (¢(s)) in this formula, the integral is just the usual Cauchy 
integral from the theory of functions of a complex variable. The gradient of the single-layer 
potential is given by 
d~b ~y 1 ~ ° a(s) ~(s) 
~xx i =¢ ' (z )=~r  z~ z-~(s) ds, (7) 
which has the same form as the double-layer potential where the (real) function/~(s) has been 
replaced by the (complex) function 
We shall therefore allow #(s) in (6) to be complex, and consider only the problem of evaluating 
Re(¢(z)), as given by (5), and ~0(z), as given by (6). 
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1.3. Other  In tegrat ion  Methods  
For any point z not on the curve ~(s), the potential may be computed by integrating using 
the trapezoidal rule. This is spectrally accurate, that is, the error is bounded by O ((As) k) for 
any k > 0, where the evaluation point z and the boundary curve ¢(s) are fixed, and As, the 
spacing between the points ~j on the curve, is reduced. For z on a smooth curve ~(s), the real 
part of ~(z) may also be computed with spectral accuracy using the trapezoidal rule, and the 
imaginary part by a slight modification of the trapezoidal rule [6, Section 5; 11, Section 4.1]. 
There exist fast methods [8] which may be used to evaluate the potential at M points, using the 
trapezoidal rule with N points on ~(s), in O(M + N) operations. 
The trapezoidal rule has the disadvantage that when the evaluation point is near, but not 
on the boundary curve, very many points may be required to evaluate the potential accurately. 
This should not be surprising, since the trapezoidal rule in effect models the continuous ource 
distribution by a series of equally-spaced point sources; such a model can obviously only be 
accurate if the field is evaluated at a distance from ~(s) which is large relative to the spacing 
of the source point. Such a situation can arise when evaluating a potential on a grid near the 
curve, such as in Figure 8, or when evaluating a potential on the curve when the curve bends 
back on itself or lies near another component such as in Figure 6. It also arises when evaluating 
a potential at lattice points, when the lattice is chosen without consideration for where the curve 
lies, as in [5]. 
A second method for evaluating potentials is due to Mayo [9]. It involves using a fast Poisson 
solver for a rectangular lattice, and computing from the source density (# or a) the (nonzero) 
values for the right-hand side of the Poisson equation which will give the correct values of the 
potential on the lattice. It is perhaps the fastest method for computing the value of a layer 
potential on a lattice. Its major drawback is that it is restricted to evaluating the potential 
on a rectangular lattice. The accuracy of Mayo's method depends on the accuracy of the fast 
Poisson solver and on the accuracy of the right-hand side used. (In particular, it is not spectrally 
accurate.) The accuracy of the solver depends on the lattice point spacing and the order of 
accuracy of the discrete Poisson operator associated with the fast Poisson solver. The accuracy 
of the right-hand side depends on the accuracy, smoothness, and spacing of the curve and the 
source data, and also on the accuracy of the formulae used and on the lattice point spacing. 
Strain [12] describes a method, based on Ewald summation and fast transforms, which gives 
similar performance and accuracy. Schmitt [10] describes a method similar to the one described 
in this paper. 
1.4. Goals  and Overv iew of  Our Method  
We seek to develop a method which will evaluate a layer potential at an arbitrary set of 
points zj, with an accuracy O ((As)k), independent of the location of the points zj. We will 
assume that the curve and the source densities are smooth. This paper proposes the following 
method: 
• Define interpolating functions for ~(s), #(s), and a(s) between the user-supplied ata 
points. 
• Compute the exact integral of the interpolants on each interval between supplied data 
points; this defines a set of quadrature rules. 
• Integrate these rules into the fast multipole method to evaluate the integral in O(N + M) 
operations. 
The resulting method is k th order accurate, where k is the order of accuracy of the interpolants, 
but the accuracy of the method does not depend on the distance between the evaluation points 
and the curve. This paper describes econd-, third-, and fourth-order accurate versions of the 
method. Section 2 describes the interpolants. Section 3 describes the quadrature rules that 
result. Section 4 describes how these rules are integrated into the fast multipole method, and 
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lists the formulae for the multipole series. Section 5 shows some simple tests of the method which 
demonstrate he correct functioning of our method. Section 6 shows numerical results for more 
complicated problems using our method. 
1.5. Data  Needed 
The method requires the following user-supplied data: 
• For equally spaced s values s l , . . . ,  SN, the points ~ = ¢(si) and the s-derivatives at those 
points ~, -- ~(s,), for i = 1,. . .  ,N. 
• For the double-layer potential (or the gradient of a single-layer potential): /~i = #(si) and 
its s-derivative #i = f~(s~) for i = 1, . . . ,  N. We shall allow #(s) to be complex, to permit 
computation of Cauchy and Cauchy-type integrals and of the gradient of a single-layer 
potential and of Canchy integrals. 
• For the single-layer potential: the value of a(s) at the Cj, plus q l , . . .  ,qN, where q1 is the 
integral of a(s) ~(s) ds from sj_ 1 to sj. 
• the evaluation points z l , . . . ,  ZM. 
• the desired order of accuracy for the interpolants o be used. 
2. INTERPOLATING ~(S), #(S), AND a(S) 
2.1. Interpolat ing ¢(s) 
The values of ¢(s) have been supplied by the user at S l , - - .  ,SN.  For each interval (s~,si+l), 
we define an interpolating polynomial for ¢(s), which gives us values of ¢(s) for s in (si, Si+l): 
k 
((s) = z , ,3 (s  - s , )  j ,  
j=O 
For k = 1, 2, or 3, the coefficients Z~j are 
k Z~,o Z~,l Zi,2 Z~,3 
1 ¢, -~a 
3 ~i ~ ~ -20 
for s in (si, si+l). (8) 
AC -= ~i+l  -- ~i, 
AS = 8i+I  - -  8i, 
where A( . (9) 
= A--T - ¢~' 
The order of accuracy of the interpolation is k + 1. For k = 1, this is just linear interpolation, 
and for k = 3, this is hermite interpolation. The interpolated ¢(s) is continuous for all s, and 
when k = 3, it has a continuous first derivative ~. 
2.2. Interpolat ing #(s) 
We interpolate # using an I th order polynomial in ¢(s): 
v(s )  = - ¢ , ) J ,  
j----O 
where, for l - 1,2, or 3, the mi,s are given by: 
Tr/~,o tni,1 ?T~i,2 mi,3 
1 /~ 
for s in (si, S~+l), (10) 
A# = ~Ui+l -- # i ,  
n~ ~ (ii) where cz = - -  
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We shall refer to the interpolant of ,u in ~ as/~(~), or just/5(~): 
l 
f~(¢) = Z m~,j(¢ -¢~)3, for  8i <~ s <~ Si+l.  (12) 
j=0  
In most cases, I will be equal to k. 
In the case I = k = 1, the interpolating polynomial/5(~(s)) we get is exactly the same as the 
interpolant we would get from linear interpolation of #(s). For I and k greater than one, the 
interpolation scheme defined by (10) and (11) is not the same as that which is obtained by inter- 
polating #(s) using a polynomial in s, but since the interpolation of ~(s) has error O ((As) k+x) 
and the interpolation of/5(if) has error O ((A~)t+l), we expect the error in interpolating #(s) to 
be 0 ((As)min(k'l)q-1). 
The use of this interpolation formula simplifies computing the double-layer potential integral 
over a single piece of the boundary: 
1 F '+1 ,(s) 
fi(z) = ~i~8, ¢~-~-z~(S)ds,_, 
k (13) 
27ri ¢(s):s~(s~+~,~)) ~=0 
Since the integrand of (13) is analytic, the value of that integral does not depend on the path of 
integration ~(s) (provided that the path of integration is not deformed to cross the pole ~ = z). 
2.3. In terpo la t ing  a(s) for the Single-Layer Potent ia l  
To compute the contribution to the single-layer potential from the segment of the boundary 
between ffi and ¢i+1, which we shall denote by (ffi, ¢i+1), we define Ei(s) = f:~ a(t) ~ dt and 
integrate by parts to get something that looks like a double-layer potential plus a log source: 
fSiq- 1 
gi(z) = 27r Js, ~i(s) log(~(s) - z) ds 
1[ r.+l ] 
271" q i+ l  log(~i+ l  -- Z) - -  : -  , 
(14) 
where qi+l = Ei(s~+l), which we may interpret as the total "charge" on the (ffi, ~i+1). Note that 
the interpolants Ei(s) cannot be spliced together to make a continuous ~(s), as Ei(si) ~ Ei-l(S~). 
We interpolate Ei(s) just as we did #(s) for the double-layer potential, using 
l 
~(~) = ~ s,,j(¢(~) - ¢,)~, 
j= l  
(15) 
where, for l = 1,2, or 3, the Si,j are given by: 
l s~,1 Si,2 s~,a 
1 
(,',¢)~ 
where 
he = ¢~+1 - ¢~, 
q,+l I~,1, 
I~,+11 151 = -- O*i -.r--" 
(16) 
As with #, we shall refer to the interpolant of ~]i in ~ as ~]i(~). 
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3. QUADRATURE RULES 
3.1. Double-Layer Potential  
Explicitly integrating (13) gives us: 
1 l /¢~+1 j-1 
j=0 J¢'  r=0 
= 2~i ~ m~,~ (~¢)J Q~ 
j=0 
(z - ¢,)J 
¢ -z  
d¢ 
(lW) 
where the functions Qj are defined by the following two formulae: 
j--1 o~r 
r~=o (j--r) + 
Qj(c~)= l °g (  I -1  ) 
oo 1 
=_~--~ 
r=l (j +r )~ 
) 
for I~1 > 1. 
for j > 0, 
fo r j  =0  
(18) 
(19) 
A reasonable implementation will use (19) to evaluate Qj(a) when [a I is sufficiently large that 
only the first few terms of the series are needed, and switch to (18) otherwise. We briefly note 
the following convenient recursion formula for Q j: 
1 
Qj(~) = : + ~Qj- I (~).  (20) 
J 
The function Qj has singularities at a = 0, corresponding to z = ¢i, and a = 1, corresponding 
to z -- ¢i+1, and a branch cut running between them, which should correspond to z being on the 
boundary segment (¢i, ~i+1)- The usual definition of the complex logarithm, with the branch cut 
on the negative real axis, causes the branch cut to fall on the straight line from (i to ~i+1, which 
we shall denote by ¢i ~i+1- This will give the correct value of the integral for z values which are 
not very close to the curve. The case when z is on or near the curve (~i, ~i+1) and the case z ~ ¢i 
or ¢i+1 must each be handled specially, as described below. 
3.1.1. z on or near  the boundary  
To deal with the case when z is found to be close to the boundary segment (¢i, ~i+1) while 
computing fi(z), we first require the user to specify, for each evaluation point z, whether it is 
to the left of, on, or to the right of the boundary. Next, for each boundary segment, we define 
a rectangle nclosing the straight line ¢i ¢i+1, which is large enough that the (curved) boundary 
segment lies inside; if an evaluation point z lies inside the rectangle, it is considered to be "close" 
to the boundary segment. In that case, we evaluate the logarithm in the definition of Qj as 
{ +i~r 0 
--iTr 
if z is to the left, 
if z is on the curve, 
if z is to the right. 
(21) 
The correct amount o add to the logarithm when z is on the curve was determined from the 
known properties of the double-layer potential. Note that the coefficient of the logarithm in (17) 
is just fz(z)/(21ri), which gives the well-known jump in co(z) as one crosses the boundary. 
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3.1 .2 .  z ~ ¢i or  z ~ ~4-I-1 
The case z ~ ~i is handled by considering the segments (¢i-1, ~/) and ((4, ~4+1) together, and 
taking the limit as z approaches ~4 from the appropriate side (left or right). (The case z ~ ~i+l 
is similarly handled by considering the segments (~i, ¢,+1) and (¢i+I, ~i+2) together.) This gives 
us an expression of the form 
1 { (~i+l--~i) } 
f i _ l (Z )+/ i ( z )=~ i u~log\~i_ 1 ~ +H , (22) 
where H is an expression which has no branch cuts to be dealt with. The branch cut of the 
logarithm is dealt with in the same way as in the case where z is close to the boundary segment: 
log(w) is evaluated as log(-w)+ilr  if z is to the left of the curve (that is, the value to be computed 
is the limit as z approaches the curve from the left), log(-w) - i~r if z is to the right of the curve, 
and log(-w) if z is directly upon the curve. 
The remainder of the expression, H, is given by 
H = E ' : +m4_,d  (A~_) j , 
j= l  3 r=l  
(23) 
or 
' - 
j j! , (24) 
j= l  
where the subscript - refers to values computed for the segment (~4-1, ¢~), the subscript + refers 
to values computed for the segment (¢i, ¢4+1). /50) means the jth derivative of/5 with respect 
to ¢. By using the table in (32) for expressions for/2(J) in terms of the user-supplied data, we get 
the following expressions for H for l = 1, 2, or 3: 
H = ~ti+ 1 - -  ~t4_ l ,  
1 1 (/~i+.1 A~+ 
H = ~(~/-t-1 "~ 2~4 -- 3/Zi-1) -{- 
\ G+I ,( H = g(.4+1 - + g 2 #4 ¢4-1) 
G 
G-1 / '  
/i4+ 1 A~+ /5i-i A(_ "~ 
24-, ) ' 
for l = 1, 
for l = 2, 
fo r /=3.  
(25) 
(Here, we have assumed that the same order of interpolation is used for # and ~.) 
3.2.  S ing le -Layer  Potent ia l  
Explicitly integrating formula (14), we get 
g4(z) = • q4+l og((4+1 - z) - E Si j  (A() j Qj , (26) 
j=l 
where Qj is defined as before. In this formula, there are two branch cuts: the one for the Q j, 
and the one for the logarithm multiplying q~+l. The branch for the Qj is chosen as before. The 
branch for the logarithm multiplying q4+1 affects only the imaginary part of gi(z), which will be 
discarded, so the choice does not matter. 
The case when z is near the boundary segment is treated as a special case in the same way as 
for the double-layer potential. Since it is the derivative of the potential, and not the value, that 
jumps on the boundary, the error that results from choosing the wrong branch of the logarithm 
is O(As), not 0(1), but this is still high enough that the location must be chosen correctly. 
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We note that, whereas the "exact" single-layer potential is continuous across the curve (~i, ~i+1),  
the potential as computed using (26) will have a jump of Im(E(z)) as z crosses the curve. We 
that is, the order of the error in approximating the true E(s) by the expect this to be small: 
polynomial ~(¢(s)). 
When z ~ ¢~, we use 
1 { l ~i,j(A~)J }
gi(¢i) = ~ qi+l log(A() - ~ -: , 
j= l  3 
and when z ~ ~i+1, we use 
(27) 
= q,+l - 8 ,j ! 
j= l  r= l  /" 
(2s) 
Since the branch of the logarithm multiplying qi+l only affects the imaginary part of gi, we do 
not worry about getting the correct branch in these two formulae. 
4. THE FAST  MULT IPOLE IMPLEMENTATION 
Direct evaluation of the integrals (5) and (6) quickly becomes expensive as the number of points 
increases: the total cost is O(NM), where M is the number of points at which ~(z) or ¢(z) is 
to be evaluated and N is the number of points used to discretize the curve ~(s). Methods such 
as the fast multipole method [8,10], which computes the fields for particle simulations at a cost 
of O(N + M), are therefore attractive. Standard implementations of the fast multipole method 
for particle simulations assume point field sources, which corresponds to using the trapezoidal 
method to evaluate a layer potential, with the limitations already described. We therefore describe 
the modifications to a fast multipole method implementation, such as the one described in [10], 
to allow it to evaluate the quadratures described in the previous section. We presume a basic 
familiarity with the fast multipole method. 
Descriptions of the fast multipole method refer to "interactions" between pairs of particles, 
and divide such interactions into "local" and "distant" interactions. We may understand "inter- 
action" to mean the contribution of a given segment (~i, ~i+1), or "source," to the potential at 
an evaluation point zj. In the fast multipole method, distant interactions are computed using 
multipole xpansions of the form: 
P 
(29) M(z) = ao log(z - c) + ~ (z---c) k' k=O 
where c is the "center" of the expansion, while local interactions are computed explicitly. Deter- 
mination of which interactions are local and which are distant is made by dividing the region of 
interest up into square cells, and assigning particles--in our case, sources and evaluation points-- 
to ceils. Interactions within a cell or between eighboring cells are considered local, all others 
are considered istant. 
Our modifications to the standard fast multipole method fall into four areas: 
(1) The assigment of evaluation points to cells: 
Evaluation points are treated as particles are in the standard implementation. 
(2) The assigment of sources to cells: 
Since the sources are distributed continuously along the curve ¢(s), the curve is divided 
up into pieces, each of which fit into a single cell. Curve segments (¢i, ¢i+1) which lie 
entirely in a cell are assigned to that cell. Segments which cross cell boundaries are 
divided at those boundaries, and the resulting pieces are then assigned to cells. 
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(3) Local interactions: 
These are computed using the quadratures described in Section 3. 
(4) Multipole expansions: 
These are computed as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.1. Multipole Coefficients for the Double-Layer Potential 
Given a curve segment (+j, ~j+l) which lies in cell Ci having the point c+ as its center, we wish 
to compute its contribution to the multipole expansion 
p 
ai,k 
M+(z) = a+,o log(z - ca) + E (z - ca) k '  
k :0  
(30) 
for that cell. We make the substitution 
1 -1 ~ (+-c+'~ k 
+ c - z z - c+ \ z  - ci / k=O 
and get 
I [¢ j+t 
ajk -- 2~ri de# /5(¢) (¢ -- c i )k- i  d+, for k > 0. 
Here, the subscript j refers to the curve segment making the contribution, not to the cell with 
which the expansion is associated. We integrate by parts to get 
-1  
ajk ~ 
/5(~)(¢ _ c+)k ¢5+, _ [¢j+, /5,(~) (~ _ c+)k d~] 
~J ., ~j k ' 
for k -  1 ,2 , . . . ,  
where ~ means d/d~. This is a sum of an "end-point" term and an integral term involving the 
first derivative of/5. Since/5 is a polynomial, repeated integration by parts will eventually leave 
only end-point erms. Thus, 
-1  z /5 ( r ) ( ( : ) ( _ l ) r  (~ _ ci)k+r ~j+l  
ajk = ' (31) 
:-:(',') .+-:(r) where/5(r) is the r th derivative of/5, and #j _=/5(r)(~j) and f~j+l ~ /5(r)(~j-F1 ) are given by 
~! [ ~! l /2j /~#+i /zj /~j+l 
1 /Jj ~j+l A¢ 
++ 
Pj M,j+I ~j+l 3 ~j+1 
- I f  l - I I  
2& 
- A( 
- I l l  I +Ill I~# Iz#+z 
(32) 
and/3 are defined as in (11): a = A#/A4 - ~j/~j and/3 = ~j+l /~j+l  - -  ~j l~j .  
4.2. Multipole Coefficients for the Single-Layer Potential 
To compute the contribution of the curve segment (~j, Q+ 1) to the multipole expansion for the 
(complex) value of the single-layer potential at z, we start with the formula (14): 
log((j+l - z) - 1 fCJ+' q j+l gj (z) = ~ ~ jCj ~ --- z de. (33) 
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We make the substitution 
+ log(z  - - \ z - / " 
k=l  
We drop the term it ,  since it contributes only to the imaginary part of the integral, and only 
the real part of the integral contributes to the potential. The second term in (33) is handled just 
like the double-layer potential, and a little algebra gives us the multipole coefficients 
qj+l (34) 
ajo- 27r ' 
1 l~ ~,,Jr) (¢) ( -1 ) "  ((: - ci) k+r ¢~+~ 
with 
3 a I~-~ a I~-~ 
i ¢i i+ l  ¢~+~ 
- ### . " ### 
~j (~J) ~S-l-l(¢j-l-1) 
-2~ 
(36) 
4.3. Opt imum Number  of Levels 
The O(N + M) cost scaling for the fast multipole method is only obtained when, for each N 
and M, the number of levels L is chosen to minimize the cost. The precise function L(N, M) 
needed epends upon the distribution of curve points ~i and evaluation points zi, and no general 
rule can be given. For each such distribution, one must compute the scalings for cost of each of 
the following steps, and determine the coefficent for each step by experiment: 
(1) computing the multipole xpansions at the finest level, 
(2) transforming multipole expansions at the finest level to local (Taylor) expansions at the 
finest level, 
(3) evaluating the local expansions, and 
(4) computing local interactions. 
Only the cost scalings for Steps 2 and 4 present any difficulty, as the scaling for Steps 1 and 3 do 
not depend on the distribution of ~i and zj (they are Np and Mp, respectively). In this section, 
we shall state scalings for two distributions. 
When the points ~i and the evaluation points zj are more or less evenly spaced along the 
curve ¢(s), so that the number of finest-level cells containing the curve and the evaluation points 
is roughly the length of the curve divided by the width of a finest-level cell, the optimal L is 
and the cost is O(pM) + O(pN) + O(pMvf"MN), or just O(pN) if we assume that M and N are 
proportional to one another. 
When the points ~i are evenly spaced along the curve, and the evaluation points zj are evenly 
distributed in a specified region B, which is independent of N and M, the optimal L is roughly 
and the cost is O(pM) + O(pN) + O(p MvI"M--N) + O(p 312 4 Mv"-M-N), which is O(pN) if we assume 
that M and N are proportional to one another and large. 
ot and/3  are defined as in (16): o~ = (qs+l ) / (A / ' )  - and • = - 
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Table 1. Convergence t st for double-layer potential. 
M 
25 
50 
100 
200 
400 
800 
k=l  k - -2  k=3 
1.20 x 10 -2 2.86 x 10 -3 6.54 x 10 -4 
2.92 x 10 -3 3.87 x 10 -4 4.13 x 10 -5 
7.82 x 10 -4 5.14 x 10 -5 2.89 x 10 -6 
1.99 x 10 -4 6.57 x 10 -6 1.86 x 10 -7 
4.99 x 10 -5 8.24 x 10 -7 1.17 x 10 -8 
1.25 x 10 -5 1.03 x 10 -7 7.32 x 10 -1° 
L 
0 
(_  
L 
L.,..J 
© 
:> 
o_  
(1) 
r'r" 
10  -2 
10 -3 
10  -4 
1 0 -5 
10 -6 
1 0 -7 
1 0 -8 
10  -e 
10-1o I i L L i ~ I I I i i i I i i * 
1 0 2 1 0 3 
no.  of  source  pts .  
Graph of Table 1. 
5. TESTS OF THE METHOD 
In this section, we present hree tests which demonstrate the correct functioning of the method.  
In these calculations, the source densit ies and the curve are defined by analyt ic expressions; thus 
the derivatives are computed exactly. Furthermore,  source densities are used for which the 
potent ia ls  they generate are known exactly, which el iminates uncerta inty in the computat ion  of 
the numeric error. In each case, the potent ial  is evaluated on a regular grid of points. To show the 
rate of convergence, for a given curve and source density distr ibut ion,  the potent ia l  is computed 
for successively finer discret izat ions of the curve; this is done for k = l = 1, 2, and 3, that  is, for 
l inear, quadrat ic ,  and cubic interpolat ion. For each calculation of a potential ,  L was chosen to 
minimize the CPU t ime. The t imings shown in the tables are in seconds, for double-precis ion 
calculat ions on a Sun Microsystems SPARCstat ion 2. 
5.1. Tes t  o f  the  Method for  Doub le -Layer  Potent ia l s  
To test  the method for evaluation of double-layer potentials,  we use the Cauchy integrM prop- 
erty: if f(z) is (complex) analyt ic  on ID, and #(z) is the restr ict ion of f(z) to OZ~, then the 
integral  (6) has the value f(z) inside :D and 0 outside. For f(z), we use log (e'C(z - Zo)), where 
c is chosen so that  the branch cut does not cross :D. In F igure 1, we show contour and surface 
plots of the real and imaginary parts of the value of ~o(z) as computed on a 41 x 41 grid; the curve 
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Real part. 
Figure I. Computed double-layer potential. 
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Figure 1 (cont.). 
@I) is shown as a dashed line in the contour plots. In Table I, we show the relative max imum 
error for various values of M (the number of points defining the curve) and for k = l -- 1, 2, and 
3. The graph of Table 1 shows the relative error (solid lines) and the ideal error scMing M -(k+1) 
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(dashed lines) for k = 1, 2, 3; this graph shows that the actual error closely matches the ideal 
error scaling. In Table 2, we show the optimal L and the CPU time for each calculation. As 
before, this is for evaluating the potential on a 41 x 41 lattice of points. 
Table 2. Timings for optimal value of L for Cauchy integral test. 
k=l  k=2 k=3 
M 
L Time L Time L Time 
25 3 6.56 3 7.96 3 9.18 
50 3 8.32 3 10.20 3 11.90 
100 4 11.50 4 12.90 4 14.10 
200 4 14.10 4 16.10 4 17.90 
400 4 19.30 4 22.70 4 25.70 
800 5 27.60 5 30.00 5 32.20 
5.2. Tes t  o f  the  Method  for  S ing le -Layer  Potent ia l s  
We present two tests of the method for evaluating single-layer potentials. The first test uses 
a disk of radius R fo r / ) ,  a domain for which explicit solutions are known: if we suppose that  
the center of the disk is at the origin, and f (z )  is analytic on / )  with f(0)  = 0, then for a(0) = 
-Re  (e i ° f (Re ' ° ) ) ,  the potential is given by 
\ - / 
where f ( z )  - f(Y,). 
1Re( f (z ) ) ,  
Re(¢(z))  = 1Re ( f (R2~ 
-~ \ \ z ) / '  
for [z t _< R, 
for Izl ~ R, 
(39) 
In this test, R = 15 and f (z )  = sin(3z/R) was computed on a 61 × 61 grid. 
In Figure 2, we show contour and surface plots of the potential computed on a 61 x 61 grid and 
in Table 3, we show the relative errors as M is increased. 
The second test of the method for evaluating single-layer potentials uses the fact that  any (real- 
valued) harmonic function u(z) on D is the sum of a single-layer potential and a double-layer 
potential, where # = u and a = - -~  on cO/). Since the evaluation of the double-layer potential 
has been tested on arbitrary domains, this constitutes a test of the method for evaluating single- 
layer potentials on an arbitrary domain. In this test, we use u(z) = Re(z4). In Figure 3, we show 
contour and surface plots of the potential computed on a 41 x 41 grid, and in Table 4, we show 
the relative errors as M is increased. 
6. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we present the results of three numerical calculations which illustrate the 
strengths of our method. The method is able to handle: 
• complicated boundary curves (as long as the boundary is smooth), 
• boundary curves which curve back and nearly touch themselves, and 
• evaluation points that  are very close to the boundary. 
Table 3. Convergence t st for 
M k=l  
25 8.74 X 10  -2  
50 1.98 × 10 -2 
I00 5.07 x 10 -3 
200 1.25 × 10 -3 
400 3.14 x 10 -4 
800 7.84 x 10 -5  
single-layer ~otential on a circle. 
k=2 k=3 
3.08 x 10 -2  4 .86 × 10 -3 
3.78 x 10 -3 3.03 x 10 -4 
4.96 × 10 -4 1.79 x 10 -5 
6.52 x 10 -5 1.14 x 10 -6 
8.10 x 10 -6  7.18 x 10 -8  
9.40 x 10 -7 4.49 x i0 -9 
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Table 4. Convergence text for single- plus double-layer potential. 
k=l  k=2 k=3 
8.09 x 10 -2  7.82 x 10 -3  3.35 x 10 -4  
2.34 x 10 -2  1.55 x 10 -3  2.49 x 10 -5  
6.33 x 10 -3  1.85 x 10 -4  1.51 x 10 -6  
1.53 x 10 -3  2.76 x 10 -5  1.01 x 10 -7  
3.63 x 10 -4  2.78 x 10 -6  6.74 x 10 -9  
4.14 x 10 -7  3.84 x 10 -1°  9.09 x 10 -5  
M 
25 
50 
100 
200 
400 
800 
10 -1 
10 -2 
1 0 -3 
10 -4 
1 0 -5 
1 0 -6 
1 0 -7 
1 0 -B 
1 0 .9 
1 0 -~° 
, , , , , , , i i , , , , , , 
i i i i i i i I i i L i i i i 
1 0 2 
nO.  o f  SOUr 'ce  p ts .  
0 3 
Graph of  Tab le  4. 
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Figure 2. Computed single-layer potential on a circle. 
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Figure 3. Computed single- plus double-layer potential. 
Moreover, it is able to handle them in a "black-box" fashion: the user is not required to handle 
dit~cult parts of the domain in any special fashion. 
CASE 1: COMPLICATED CURVE. In the first case, we evaluate a single-layer potential whose 
sources (the "charges") lie on a complicated curve which winds around and around, as shown 
in Figure 4. (The crosses identify the points used to discretize the curve for the coarsest dis- 
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Figure 4. Domain for Case 1. 
~l l l l ,~ l l l l J l l l  
15 20 25 30 
cretization.) The source density is given by a(s )  = sin(as), where the parameterization s is in 
arc length and a is a constant. The potential was evaluated on a uniformly spaced 81 x 81 grid. 
Figure 5a shows a contour plot of the potential, and Figure 5b shows a vector plot of the gradient 
of the potential (the electric field). 
Since no exact solution is available for this potential, we computed the potential for M = 125, 
250, 500, 1000, and used the computed potential for the largest value of M in place of an 
exact solution. Table 5 shows the convergence and timings as M is increased. (The value 
of L was optimized for each value of M,) Cubic interpolation was used; thus the convergence 
is proportional to M -4. The timings were for evaluating the potential on a 81 x 81 lattice 
(N = 6561). 
CASE 2: CURVE NEARLY TOUCHES ITSELF. In this case, the difficulty is that the curve bends 
back and nearly touches itself, (see Figure 6). A similar source distribution was used, but only the 
gradient of the potential was computed (see Figure 7a). Figure 7b shows the errors for M = 50 
(where M = 1600 is considered "exact"); the area of a circle is proportional to the error at the 
point at the center of the circle. We emphasize that no special formulae or coding was necessary 
for this domain, and that the region where the curve almost touches itself presents no accuracy 
problems. By contrast, a method based on the trapezoidal method for integration, for example, 
would have very large errors--for M -- 50, the computed value of the gradient of the potential 
would be completely wrong where the curve nearly touches itself. Table 6 shows the convergence 
and timings for cubic interpolation. Note that the CPU times are more or less linear in M. 
CASE 3: EVALUATION POINTS NEAR BOUNDARY. In this case, we evaluate a Canchy integral on 
a "boundary layer" of evaluation points near the curve. The computational square has a 41 x 41 
lattice, but near the curve there is an additional attice which follows the curvc see Figure 8. 
Each time M is doubled, the lattice near the curve is also refined by a factor of 2; thus, the ratio 
of the evaluation point spacing to the curve point spacing remains essentially constant. This 
again is a situation where the trapezoidal rule does not work well: the error at the evaluation 
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Figure 5. Computed potentialand gradient. 
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Grsph of rl~ble 5. 
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Tab le  6 .  Convergence  and  t iming  fo r  curve  a lmost  touch ing  i t se l f .  
M N 
50  50  
100  100  
200  200  
400  400  
800  800  
1600 1600 
1 0 -~ 
k=3 
Er ror  L 
2.56 x 10 -2  1 
2.13 x 10 -3  1 
1.33 x 10 -4  3 
7.93 x 10 -6  
4.51 x 10 -7  
CPU 
0 .69  
2 .23  
6 .61  
4 14 .70  
5 29 .10  
6 57 .90  
f i i I I I I ~ i r I I I I i ~ 
1 0 -2 
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Graph o f  Tab le  6.  
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Figure 8. Doms.in for Case 3. 
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2OO 
4OO 
80O 
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2323 
6005 
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Table 7. Convergence and timing for layer of evaluation points. 
k=l  k=2 k=3 
Error L CPU Error L CPU Error L CPU 
3.94 x 10 - s  4 19.20 7.43 x 10 -4  4 21.80 1.40 x 10 -4 4 24.20 
I . I0  x 10 -3 5 44.90 1.03 x 10 -4 5 50.00 9.68 x 10 -6 5 54.00 
3.02 x 10 -4  5 i06.00 1.49 x 10 -5 5 127.00 6.47 x 10 -7  6 147.00 
7.99 x 10 -5 7 306.00 2.03 x 10 -6 7 341.00 4.50 x 10 -8  7 370.00 
I I ' ' ' ' I , J , I , , r , 
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Graph of Table 7. 
Table 8. Convergence for layer of evaluation points, m held constant. 
M hl 
I00 1.0 
I00 0.5 
I00 0.25 
I00 0.125 
i00 0.0625 
k=l  k=2 k=3 
3.94 x 10 - s  7.43 x 10 -4  1.40 x 10 -4 
4.10 x 10 - s  7.91 x 10 -4  1.39 x 10 -4 
4.58 x I0 -8 9.27 x 10 -4  1.44 x 10 -4 
4.86 x 10 -3 1.01 x 10 -8  1.60 x 10 -4  
5.02 x 10 -3 1.06 x 10 -3  1.69 x 10 -4 
points near the curve is a function of the ratio just mentioned, and so would remain more or less 
constant as the grids were refined. 
For the source density, we use the complex logarithm f(s)  = log (x(s) + iy(s)); contour plots of 
the computed values of the real and imaginary parts are shown in Figure 9, and the convergence 
and timings are shown in Table 7. Note that the scaling of the CPU times lies between O(M) 
and O(N). 
To specifically address the issue of the accuracy as the potential is evaluated closer and closer to 
the curve, a similar calculation was done where M was kept constant and the layer was always 2 
points deep: the errors are shown in Table 8. (The distance between the curve and the first layer 
of points is hi; by comparison, the entire calculation is performed on a 30 x 30 square.) As can 
be seen, the error increases only slightly as the distance from the curve varies by a factor of 16. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have described the modifications necessary to make the two-dimensional fast multipole 
method useful for evaluating the fields produced by continuously distributed, rather than point, 
charges and dipoles. The resulting method may also be used to compute Cauchy-form inte- 
grals. We have verified that  the method has the expected rates of convergence. We have also 
demonstrated that  the method is well suited to certain problems which the usual method (the 
trapezoidal rule using the point-source version of the fast multipole method) is ill-suited. 
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